Gardner’s Mattress & More
Wake Up Happy Comfort Return Procedure
GOAL: Your 100% satisfaction with your new sleep system from Gardner's.
PURPOSE: The purpose of this procedure is to make 100% certain that Gardner's has done
everything within their power to help you wake up happy every morning on your new sleep
system. This goes beyond just the mattress - we need to ensure proper support of the mattress
(boxspring or foundation), the frame under the mattress support (metal frame, bed, etc), the
pillows you use and more. All aspects of the mattress need to be analyzed to ensure your
satisfaction.
Next Steps: Should you elect to make a comfort exchange and when you visit please bring the
following items with you. We will be looking to replicate how you sleep at home on your
mattress/mattress set in the showroom.
●
●

Your pillows you use to sleep with (even if you purchased them from Gardner’s) bring
whichever pillow(s) you use to sleep with.
Any topper, feather bed, quilted (thick type) mattress pad that you sleep on

Once you visit we will proceed as follows
●

Assess your photos from what you have at home that may be affecting the support,
comfort, overall motion transfer performance of your mattress set. Photo instructions on
following pages.

●

Assess your sleeping posture in relation to the entire system - pillows, toppers (if being
used) mattress and foundation/box spring or bed base.

●

Make suggestions on what may help correct/adjust sleeping posture which could be
○ An adjustment to your pillow (if a Fill Station pillow from Gardner’s)
○ A different pillow
○ A different position/how you use your pillow
○ Removing toppers or pads
○ The use of toppers or pads
○ Adding an adjustable bed base

●

Understand our goal is to make you happy, however changing out mattresses without
understanding the entire system is akin to getting back surgery when all you needed was
a more supportive shoe with proper arch support.

●

We will ALWAYS honor our 120 Wake Up Happy Guarantee but ask that you participate
in this process, this is your time investment, as we are participating in this purchase with

